
The Australasian Constellation Intensive in 2016 will offer a powerful learning experience for those new to Systemic/Family 
and Organizational Constellations as well as an opportunity for those already practicing in the field to deepen and enrich 
their experience and knowledge with the latest developments in the field.

The Intensive will showcase Constellation work from trainers who are internationally respected in their fields. 
Jan Jacob Stam, the leading facilitator working with Organizational Constellations, Francesca Mason Boring 
brings ancient wisdom traditions and the importance of ritual to constellations, Stephan Hausner, a naturopath, works with 
constellations exploring the hidden patterns behind illness,  Ah Fung, one of the pioneers of Family Constellations in China, 
specializes in the ‘Laws of Love and Wealth in the Family’, Angwyn St Just, is a specialist in the field of trauma integration, 
having spent many years working with Peter Levine and Ingala Robl with a background in Gestalt and Enneagram 
focussing on Organizational Constellations.  More information on the faculty members is available by clicking their links.

 

Guest presenters,  Michael and Tanya Knorr-Vieten from Germany, will again share their Tango Constellations and 
Anton de Kroon , with ‘Problems are solutions’ is one of a Anton’s basic approaches in systemic consulting and coaching. 
Our Australian and New Zealand facilitators will offer a broad range of workshops to add to your learning experience.

A Therapy Beyond Words 
Family Constellations originally developed by Bert Hellinger, over 30 years ago in Germany, evolved from psychodynamic, 
family systemic and existential approaches. The method reveals deeper, subconscious patterns that can have a limiting 
or even destructive impact. Constellation work is able to address these patterns even when their roots go back several 
generations.  The approach aims to help participants understand the hidden systemic orders of love operating in relationship 
systems, and the powerful resolutions to conflict that this understanding can make possible. 

The training is a combination of lectures, workshops and experiential groups, organized to meet the needs of persons with 
various levels of experience ensuring you receive the most suitable professional development. As the Intensive is a residential 
program it allows participants the best environment for learning, connecting and sharing with peers from a wide variety of 
professional backgrounds. 

Professional Development points are available for all PACFA, CAPA and GANZ members. Registered Psychologists can 
claim CPD hours to meet PBA requirements.

Location: The Collaroy Centre, Collaroy Beach, Sydney. The venue is only 30 minutes north of Sydney’s CBD with 
stunning views of the ocean, Long Reef and the headlands. Set in beautiful natural bushland, offering many walks to explore 
and just a short 5-minute stroll to the beach and local cafes.

Fees include the training intensive, accommodation and all meals and the option of either twin hotel rooms (limited number 
available) or cabins.

Full fee $2,750 AUD/NZ (twin hotel accommodation) E/bird$2,550 AUD/NZ ($300 deposit paid by May 1st, 2015) 
Full fee $2,495 AUD (cabin accommodation)              E/bird$2,295 ($300 deposit paid by May 1st, 2015)   
                                           
                                  Visit our website www.constellationintensive.com or contact

Maria Dolenc:  0425 277 279      Jonine Gabay:  0402 067 024
Organizing Committee: Maria Dolenc, Jonine Lee Gabay, Sheri Andrews, Tracey Inglis and Robbie Moore 

Email:  info@constellationintensive.com
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